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Private
Classes

FRENCH MACARONS 

Two delicate almond meringue
cookies surround a decadent filling,
melding together to form that perfect
initial crunch which reveals a chewy
center. 
 
Uncover the secrets to make these
beautiful cookies and make two
fillings of your choice!
 
Take Away: The recipes, a box of your
macarons, and a list of macarons tips

MILLE FEUILLE
Mille Feuille, aka Napoleon's,
translates to "a thousand layers."
This is one of those beautiful French
desserts that you, and your friends,
will be so impressed that you made! 
 
Discover a simplified approach to
puff pastry with all the layers and
buttery flakiness. An excellent recipe
to have for savory or sweet treats!
 
Take Away: Your creations & Recipes
to make them at home



MARKET CLASS

Visit the market just across the street
in front of the beautiful Saint Louis
Cathedral. Shop for ingredients for a
fabulous French lunch, including wine,
cheese course, and bien sur, dessert!
 
We'll come back to the apartment and
cook before sitting down to enjoy!
 
Only available to book Thursday's &
Saturdays.

CREAM PUFFS
A fun beautiful dessert so light and
ethereal! Discover how to make pate
a choux, and pipe little chouquettes
and cream puffs. Then it's off to make
different fillings from curds to pastry
creams to ganaches and decorate!
 
Take Away: Your creations & Recipes
to make them at home

FRENCH TARTS 

A classic with endless possibilities.
Choose from multiple options like
lime/basil, lemon, apple, or berry to
create a gorgeous canvas for all sorts
of beautiful decoration.
 
You'll learn a sweet tart crust, and
then depending on the option you
choose,  different curds, pastry
creams, and/or Italian meringue!
 
Take Away: Your creations & Recipes
to make them at home



Pricing &
More

ADDITIONAL
DETAILS

Bookings for 4 people are
automatically privatized.
 
Don't see the dessert listed that you
want to make? Reach out & we'll
create a custom class for you.
 
To book, go to mollyjwilk.com to fill
out a booking request, or email
mollyjwilk@gmail.com.

PRICING
2.5 Hour Pastry Classes: Starting at
340€. This covers up to 4 people, with
each extra person an additional 85€
(max of 6).
 
 
4 Hour Market Class:  140€/person
(minimum of 2, max of 5) Includes 3
course meal, market visit & wine.
 
 
1.5 Hour Kids Class: From 130€ for 2.
Contact for more details.


